Social Engineering: Hacking a Human Being through Technology
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Abstract: Social engineering is the art of extracting classified information by psychological manipulation. It is a strategical attack that depends on human interaction, a complex fraud system, tricking individuals into giving their password and bank information. It is a simple preference of criminals to exploit peoples trust rather than technology, since it is easier to exploit humans' natural inclination to trust. Lack of awareness has caused for such social engineering crimes to have been overlooked and not treated as a major threat. The objective of this review paper is to lay emphasize on the human element which is the biggest threat to the security of a company or organization and to highlight social engineering based attacks as one of the major threats to the society. The increase in the usage of such scams and con attacks on the weakest security links to information: humans, have caused major individual and occupational loss. The problem with social engineering is that it is among the most under researched and most effective cyber-crimes. It is viewed outside the domains of computer security since there are no technical solutions to this problem.
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I. Introduction

Social Engineering is the art of exploiting the weakest link of information security systems: the people who are using them [1]. Information systems (IS) security management depends not only on technological measures but also on managerial endeavors. A plethora of technological methods have been developed to address various security issues but human factors that contribute to significant security breaches have been comparatively neglected[2]. Within the context of computer and information security, social engineering (SE) is a combination of techniques used to manipulate victims into divulging confidential information or performing actions that compromise security[3]. As clearly stated by various authors, the human element is the ‘glitch’ or vulnerable element within security system [4,5,6,7]. It is the basic ‘good’ human nature characteristics that make people vulnerable to the techniques used by social engineers, as it activates various psychological vulnerabilities, which could be used to manipulate the individual to disclose the requested information [4,7].

Individuals make themselves even more vulnerable to social engineering attacks by not expecting to ever be a victim of such an attack, and many will never know that they were a victim of such an attack. The majority of the public are not aware of this technique, and do not fully comprehend the extent to which these techniques to obtain information, can be used, and the potential it holds for dire personal, economic and social consequences and losses for the individual and institution. An individual may believe that the information they possess is of no particular value to another person, nor could it be used for any malicious act, and will thus be more willing to disclose information freely. However, the social engineer is dedicated to researching various aspects and gathering information from various sources. There are two main perspectives of social engineering - the psychological perspective and the computer science perspective. The psychological perspective focuses on the emotional state and cognitive abilities of the individual while the computer science perspective focuses on information sensitivity, one of the cornerstones of information security [8]. A social engineer is considered to exist under the white hats society, welcome the information that is seemingly harmless for an organization; as it may play a crucial role in convincing others they are real[9,10,11,12]. The secret of success for social engineering is that users are very much prone to being deceived if you gain their trust and if they are manipulated in a certain manner [13,14].

Social engineers frequently follow a certain route where the intention can be just the opposite in some cases. This is called reverse tricking [10]. Essentially, the attacker creates a problem where the user will be directly affected; then contact is made by telephone leaving a number for the user to call back. This so called ‘penetration’ is a technique where an outsider disguises as a member of organization staff to obtain passwords, etc.[15].
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Biggest Threat: The human element

The biggest threat to the security of a company is not a computer virus, an unpatched hole in a key program or a badly installed firewall. In fact, the biggest threat could be you and you should know, says Kevin Mitnick. Mr. Mitnick won notoriety as a hacker during the late 80s and early 90s and his exploits regularly became front page news. He served a one-year jail sentence, but on his release found it hard to give up his obsession. The FBI was soon looking for him again for breaking the terms of his parole, which tried to restrict what he could do with computers. He evaded capture for more than two years and won fame because of a series of articles that inaccurately portrayed him as some sort of master hacker criminal. Mr. Mitnick even had to get permission from his probation officer to use a computer to write his book, The Art of Deception, which is all about the biggest threat to the security of all companies: their own employees. The book details the ways that employees can inadvertently leak information that can be exploited by hackers to compromise computer systems. “The lethal combination is when you exploit both people and technology,” Mr. Mitnick said.

Those people are especially useful when they have access to the core computer systems that hackers would otherwise struggle to penetrate. Most of the time organizations overlook that human element. Armed with a little knowledge, a hacker can sound like an employee of a firm and get other workers to inadvertently supply them with enormously useful information [16].

The Art of human hacking

It's natural to yearn for a feeling of absolute safety, leading many people to settle for a false sense of security. Consider the responsible and loving homeowner who has a Medico, a tumbler lock known as being pickproof, installed in his front door to protect his wife, his children, and his home. He's now comfortable that he has made his family much safer against intruders. But what about the intruder who breaks a window, or cracks the code to the garage door opener? How about installing a robust security system? Better, but still no guarantee. Expensive locks or no, the homeowner remains vulnerable. Why? Because the human factor is truly security's weakest link. In most cases, successful social engineers have strong people skills. They're charming, polite, and easy to like--social traits needed for establishing rapid rapport and trust. An experienced social engineer is able to gain access to virtually any targeted information by using the strategies and tactics of his craft. Savvy technologists have painstakingly developed information-security solutions to minimize the risks connected with the use of computers, yet left unaddressed the most significant vulnerability, the human factor. Despite our intellect, we humans - you, me, and everyone else - remain the most severe threat to each other's security [17].

Psychological Manipulation

Recent research has discovered that there are certain terms and techniques that are associated with SE and go perhaps far beyond technology and more so into human error and social psychology. Three key aspects of social psychology, alternative routes to persuasion (i.e., central route and peripheral route), attitudes and beliefs that affect human interactions, and techniques for persuasion and influence, could help explain the emotional cues for manipulated SE attacks [18]. In a central route to persuasion, SE attackers persuade victims to provide desired information without fabricating unreal scenarios. Thus, this comparatively direct route, which depends on the responder's logical thinking toward the marshaled information from the attacker, does not normally succeed. The other route, peripheral route to persuasion, can be leveraged by SE attackers to bypass logical argument and counterargument and seek to trigger intrusion. In the peripheral route to persuasion, the attacker tends to make the intended victim more susceptible to persuasion by triggering strong emotions such as fear or excitement in order to interfere with the victim’s ability to respond. Attitudes and beliefs refer to the differences between the victim’s attitude and beliefs about the SE attacker and SE attacker’s attitudes and beliefs about his anticipated or definite victims. Rooted in social psychology, persuasion and influence techniques rely on peripheral routes to persuasion that are effective to influence others. Six factors can constitute effectual persuasions: authority, scarcity, liking and similarity, reciprocation, commitment and consistency, and social proof [19]. Furthermore, SE attacks are categorized into human-based and technology-based intrusions. Human-based attacks are interactions between the attacker and the victim who possesses valuable information. In contrast, technology-based attacks access confidential information by employing computer software programs such as pop-up windows, e-mail attachments, and websites, etc. While maliciously generated e-mail attachments and websites seek the victim’s natural tendency to trust others to divulge information or perform actions, a vicious script-embedded pop-up window manipulates the victim's psychological fear of getting into trouble by repeatedly prompting the victim to re-enter his/her user username and password because the network connection was interrupted and the window will surreptitiously deliver the information entered to the attackers[2]. A typical SE attack is composed of four steps: information gathering, relationship development, exploitation, and execution. An SE attacker initially gathers information about the target(s) such as names, phone numbers, birth dates from publicly-accessible information such as directories and organizational charts.
Applying this information, he then can try to build rapport with the intended victim to gain his/her trust. Exploiting the established trust, the SE attacker can then persuade the victim to perform desired actions (i.e., revealing confidential information) which would not normally occur otherwise. In the last stage, the attacker uses the information collected from the victim to carry out attacks [20].

**Human Reasoning**

The human ability to make conscious, rational judgments, which underlie their decisions, will not always be the ideal. This can be ascribed to various human factors, such as limited information-processing capacity, the use of heuristics (mental processes, or shortcuts, used to simplify the process of judgment, which can lead to judgmental error), personal preferences, and a vulnerability to be influenced by emotions and manipulated by others. Human decision making is a complex process, where most decisions that need to be made will not have only one ideal option, and the same decision will not be made by all people [21,22]. Within the subjective expected utility theory, the subjective experience of an individual is taken into consideration, where the goal is to maximize gain and to avoid losses. This subjective experience refers to the individual’s own personal judgment on value (utility) and likelihood (probability), instead of objective criteria and computations, where personal characteristics have an impact [22,23]. The individual will follow a series of steps to come to a decision. First, for each option, they will multiply the subjective probability by the positive subjective utility, followed by subtracting the calculation, as before, for negative subjective utility. Based on these expected values, individuals will make their decision [22]. Risk will always be an integral part of decision-making, as the possible outcome is uncertain. The subjective expected utility theory is the most widely applied model regarding risk decisions. Within this extended version of the subjective expected utility theory, it allows for subjective probabilities, where judgments are made based on the person’s belief on likelihood, and where no objective mathematical probabilities are available. This theory cannot, however, predict human decisions. As indicated by the term subjective, each person will have their own set of values and characteristics. By considering the particular individual’s subjective expected utilities and their subjective estimates of probabilities of cost and benefits, one can predict the optimal decision for that particular individual[21,22]. Within this subjective expected utility theory model, it is believed that the individual will try to achieve a well-reasoned decision by considering all the possible alternatives and information available, calculating the probability of each probable outcome and the cost and benefits it may hold. Based on this theory, a decision to disclose information will be based on risk-benefit analysis. Decision analysis, a technology based on subjective expected utility theory, attempts to aid better decision making. This approach attempts to aid people to comprehend and have clarity regarding their goals and values, to search for possible options and verification of facts. One of the techniques used by decision analysis is decision trees. Decision trees are representations of decisions, which aid complex decision-making by breaking it down into more manageable components. Values are assigned to each element, whereupon ideal decision principles are applied to integrate these elements. By combining the probabilities and the utilities that correspond to each possible outcome, the best alternative is selected. People do not possess a stable set of pre-existing values that are simply applied; their decisions will be determined by the present context, and the demands of the decision [21]. As indicated by literature, individuals find it difficult to make rational decisions in a limited time frame, especially regarding complex matters. With the skill of the social engineer and the complexity of the attack he is performing, at best, an untrained individual would only be able to make an educated guess regarding the likelihood of being targeted by a social engineering attack. An individual would need a predefined set of guidelines on which to measure the likelihood of a social engineering attack in order to make a more informed decision[8].

**Common Personality Traits**

An article entitled People Hacking [24], Harl discusses the following exploits, and discusses how various personality traits enhance the possibility of successful social engineering. When present, these traits increase the likelihood of compliance:

**Diffusion of responsibility** - If the target can be made to believe that they are not solely responsible for their actions, they are more likely to grant the social engineer's request. The social engineer creates situations with many factors that obfuscate and dilute personal responsibility for decision making. The social engineer may drop names of other employees involved in the decision making process, or claim another employee of higher status has authorized the action.

**Chance for ingratiatiom** - If the target believes compliance with the request enhances their chances of receiving benefit in return, the chances of success are greater. This includes gaining advantage over a competitor, getting in good with management, or giving assistance to an unknown, yet sultry sounding female (although often it’s a computer modulated male's voice) over the phone. There is a belief in the hacker community that technological people who have the keys to the shop often lack the skills to carry on adequate social relationships. Social engineers are not above using any form of influence when attempting to gain information.
Trust Relationships - Often times, the social engineer spends time developing a trust relationship with the intended victim, then exploits that trust. Following a series of small interactions with the target that were positive in nature and problem free, the social engineer moves in for the big strike. Chances are the request will be granted.

Moral duty - Encouraging the target to act out of a sense of moral duty or moral outrage enhances the chances for success. This exploit requires the social engineer to gather information on the target, and the organization. If the target believes that there is a wrong that compliance will mitigate, and can be made to believe that detection is unlikely, chances of success are increased.

Guilt - Most individuals attempt to avoid guilt feelings if possible. Social engineers are often masters of psychodrama, creating situations and scenarios designed to tug at heartstrings, manipulate empathy, and create sympathy. If granting the request will lead to avoidance of guilty feelings, the target is more likely to comply. Believing that not granting the requested information will lead to significant problems for the requestor is often enough to weigh the balance in favor of compliance with the request.

Identification - The more the target is able to identify with the social engineer, the more likely the request is to be granted. The social engineer will attempt to build a connection with the target based on intelligence gathered prior to, or during the contact. Glibness is another trait social engineers excel at, and use to enhance compliance.

Desire to be helpful - Social engineers rely on people's desire to be helpful to others. Exploits include asking someone to hold a door, or with help logging on to an account. Social engineers are also aware that many individuals have poor refusal skills, and rely on a lack of assertiveness to gather information.

Cooperation - The less conflict with the target the better. The social engineer usually presents as the voice of reason, logic, and patience. Pulling rank, barking orders, anger, and annoyance rarely works for gaining compliance. That is not to say that these ploys aren't resorted to as a last ditch attempt to break unyielding resistance [25].

Common Social Engineering Threats
These are some of the common attacks/exploits that a social engineering hacker uses:

Baiting/Trojan horse—an exploit that uses malware infected physical media (e.g., CD-ROM, USB drive) to perpetuate an attack. Looking legitimate, the Trojan horse relies on the curiosity or greed of the victim who finds and uses the device, enabling installation of the malware on the targeted organization’s internal computer network.

Fraudulent websites and social media—an exploit that uses a fraudulent website (or social media site such as Facebook) to trick the victim into clicking on a link that downloads malware to the victim’s computer.

Pretexting/reverse social engineering—an exploit that creates and uses a real or an invented scenario (the pretext) to increase the chance that a targeted victim will divulge information or perform actions that would be unlikely in ordinary circumstances. A sophisticated example of pretexting is reverse social engineering, which was described above in the context of non-electronic social engineering scams. When applied to electronic (online) interactions, reverse social engineering has proven to be a very effective computer-based exploit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Salient Characteristics</th>
<th>Typical Information Requested</th>
<th>Potential Consequences/ Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• sense of urgency</td>
<td>• account information</td>
<td>• financial loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• sensitive or confidential matter</td>
<td>• user name</td>
<td>• identity theft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• impersonating known sender</td>
<td>• password and PIN</td>
<td>• personal, confidential, or proprietary information stolen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desired response • provide specific information • update personal/account information</td>
<td>• credit card number</td>
<td>• intellectual property stolen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• click on link in email message</td>
<td>• Social Security number</td>
<td>• computer compromised, malware or virus implanted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• open an attachment</td>
<td>• bank account number</td>
<td>• data, software, and/or hardware assets manipulated or destroyed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspicious indicators • generic greetings</td>
<td>• bank routing number</td>
<td>• personal or organizational embarrassment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• suspicious context</td>
<td>• email address</td>
<td>• political gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• poor grammar or spelling</td>
<td>• telephone number</td>
<td>• denial of service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• strange or unusual sender</td>
<td>• other personal information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• incorrect information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• illegitimate embedded URLs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Social Engineering Characteristics [29]
Phishing/spear phishing—an exploit generally defined as a phisher impersonating a trusted third party to gain access to private data. Typically, the phisher sends an email that appears to come from a legitimate business or individual (e.g., a bank, credit card company, or fellow employee) requesting verification of information and warning of dire consequence if it is not provided. The email usually contains a link to a fraudulent web page that appears legitimate—sometimes with company logos and content—and requests private information (e.g., Social Security number, bank account number, banking PIN). Social engineering, and particularly phishing, has become more sophisticated over time: attackers learn which techniques are most effective and alter their strategies accordingly [26,27]. An example is spear phishing, in which the attacker initially gathers personal information about the target victim and uses it to tailor the phishing scheme, which increases the probability of success [28]. As seen in Table I, the information sought and potential outcomes are, not surprisingly, much the same as the targeted information and consequences in cyber-attacks generally, although the methods of attack differ somewhat, especially regarding salient characteristics in the first column of the table. These characteristics inform our approach to describing social engineering incidents and identifying patterns in these attacks [29].

Counter Measures
Following are some measures that individuals and companies should take to minimize the risk of these attacks:

- Never divulge personal information via phone or on unsecure websites.
- Do not click on links, download files, or open email attachments from unknown senders.
- Be sure to make online transactions only on websites that use the https protocol. Look for a sign that indicates that the site is secure (e.g., a padlock on the address bar).
- Beware of phone phishing; never provide personal information over the phone if you receive a call. Beware of emails that ask the user to contact a specific phone number to update user’s information as well.
- Beware of links to web forms that request personal information, even if the email appears to come from a legitimate source. Phishing websites are often exact replicas of legitimate websites.
- Adopt proper defence systems such as spam filters, anti-virus software, and a firewall, and keep all systems updated.
- For a social network user, it’s fundamental to trust no one and reveal only a limited amount of information. Never post personal information, such as a vacation schedule and home photos. Never click on links and videos from unknown origin and never download uncertified applications [30].

What can your company do to prevent being victimized by these types of attacks?
- Humans need to be trained – they are the weakest link. Companies should employ, at minimum, a bi-annual training geared towards each user group (end-users, IT staff, managers, etc.) so that everyone is aware of the latest attacks.
- Employees should be tested by having an outside party conduct a social engineering test. These kinds of tests help keep the employee on their toes and more likely to avoid the attacks.
- Since these attacks are on the rise, a number of new defences have been developed. AppRiver is a great Spam and Virus email filter that can block a large number of phishing exploits before they even reach the internal servers. If they happen to get through, an endpoint protection system that can block the latest malware is probably your best bet at stopping the attack[31].

II. Discussion

Social engineering is one of the most ongoing threats that’s lurking constantly over the network security system. The SE attackers prey on the weakness of human nature and use manipulation to breech the security system. Since hacking a high tech security system is difficult it is one of the most effective of all cyber-crimes. The high success rate is due to lack of awareness among people, and controlling human nature is near to an impossible task. People are prone to manipulation tricks. Since there is no direct technical method to detect and prevent SE attacks, this makes it one of the most severe threats to the individuals as well as the companies.

The only way to curb such ongoing epidemic of SE, is by spreading awareness among individuals to not fall for such tricks. The organization can reduce the impact of Social Engineering attacks by implementing a comprehensive information security strategy. Such strategy would include measures ranging from publishing a well written security policy, implementing ongoing security awareness and education programs, following through with auditing programs to monitor policy compliance, installing security devices to prevent unauthorized physical access and buying insurance against security attacks[32]. But SE is indeed a very serious threat and has caused great damage to individuals as well as organizations and measures are needed to keep these attacks at check.
III. Conclusion

Through this review paper we can conclude that how much strong a company’s security is, there is always a loophole of manipulation since human trust is a liable factor. Social engineers manipulate their victims into giving their personal information and bank details as humans can be manipulated easily due to their tendency to trust, which can be taken a great advantage of by these attackers. A social engineer need not be an expert on networks or security. The attackers either fool the victims or get the information without the victim’s knowledge. Social engineers are nothing but con mans. Controlling human nature is near to an impossible task. Therefore, alongside advance techniques to curb various cyber-crimes, we also need to consider the human factor which is liability to the security because it’s not possible to just create a system without any human participation. This human factor is the weakest link in security which can be secured not by one-time training but only by an ongoing process of amelioration. There is no direct solution to this impending threat that constantly lurking over the security system. The only solution is to spread awareness among individuals so that they do not fall prey to these attackers. A lot of harm has already been caused because of them. This is one of the most effective and undetectable cyber-crime.
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